KABUL - MP's in the Wolesa (Lower House of Parliament) on Monday criticized leaders of the national unity government (NUG) particularly the National Loya Jirga (NBJ), for not keeping promises made during the gathering for certain policy issues, saying Ghani has retained weak in promoting working policy governance, but hailed Ghani's approach towards dealings with Afghanistan's contenders.

Some MPs however commended the government for its anti-corruption policy track - specifically the National Anti-Corruption Commission. But said work must be done by Ghani to reform and implement systematic reforms in government institutes.

"I cannot support a system whose elements are based on plundering, corruption, aggrandisement and local tribal loyalties among our forces have risen," said MP Rahmatullah Baligh.

They have 500 advisors in Afghanistan, if the country's number one person represents the entire nation and also no one can demand such a thing in the country," said MP Rahmatullah Baligh.
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